Marloes Janson has a brown belt in karate and is a trained boxer. She has also authored one of the finest ethnographic analyses of 'fundamentalist'/reformist religion of recent times. Her book is superbly written and dense with fascinating detail and careful nuance, describing not only the major patterns in reformist Islamic everyday behaviour, thought and practice of young gambians, but also idiosyncratic deviations from these. The book is structured around five major biographical narratives of Tablighi men and women. It expertly weaves the socio-economic contexts of the gambia, with detailed discussions of the niceties of reformist Islam and gender relations in the gambia through these narratives.
The surprise-and it is a major one-is that the particular brand of reformist Islam that is steadily gaining adherents, particularly among the younger generation, has travelled to the gambia from India (and Pakistan) via South africa. It is the Tablighi Jama'at (TJ), which originated in India. Consequently-and this is the surprise-ardent young male members of the gambian branch of the TJ look to Pakistan and India as the true font of Islamic spirituality and wisdom, not to Saudi arabia. They dress like Indian Muslims and learn Urdu, rather than arabic, in order to read the Tablighi founding texts in the original Urdu. The gambian TJ seeks to follow South asian Muslim practice in its daily life: there is therefore a very sharp gender segregation at all times, women are encouraged to wear not only the hijab (the head and upper-body veil) but also the niqab (the face veil), and even socks and gloves so that not an inch of their bodies is revealed to men. This is regarded as very challenging by many TJ women, because of the extreme heat and humidity in the gambia, and yet increasing numbers of TJ women wear this all-over covering, because they see it as the means of increasing their religious virtue.
Religious virtue, not surprisingly, is an overriding concern in the lives of both the young women and the young men who identify with the TJ. anxious TJ men guiltily confess to Janson that they still watch football on the television, despite this being banned. They also struggle to give up listening to music. Women usually join the TJ through marriage to TJ men. Their quandaries are focused on struggling to reconcile their manifold religious duties with the heavy burden of household tasks. Their duties include, pre-eminently, attendance at ta'lim (study sessions) once a week and going on masturat (missionary travels) once every few months.
Ta'lim is the weekly Tablighi 'learning session' in which a group of women get together in a 'sister's' home to study the hadith-the account of what the Prophet Muhammad said or did. Ta'lim sessions are led by male preachers who address their female listeners from behind a curtain so that they never see them. The male leadership of TJ views these ta'lim learning sessions as very important: they not only improve the Islamic knowledge of TJ women, but also the hadith exemplify and explain what virtuous female religious practice should consist of. Religious practice, rather than scriptural knowledge or intellectual Islamic commentary, is at the very heart of the TJ's mission and this explains the egalitarian quality the movement has. TJ teaches that anybody-female or male, poor or rich-can learn to practise the TJ way accurately and thus reach paradise. everyday actions are ritualized-TJ's founders in India described the correct Islamic ways of washing oneself, of cleaning one's teeth, of eating and of dressing. To pay attention to these everyday ritual forms, which rule all aspects of everyday life, is to live a virtuous life that is pleasing to allah. These everyday practices are therefore taken very seriously by both women and men.
Janson travels with the TJ 'missionary women' on their regular masturat (missionary travels). She highlights Tablighi masturat as a unique practice because only in the gambia is regular masturat required as a religious duty of all TJ women-this happens nowhere else in the TJ world. among Indian TJ women and Thai TJ women masturat occurs only rarely and is not demanded of women as their religious duty. Janson suggests that it is gambian culture that has encouraged this new development: women have played a very prominent public role in mainstream culture, unlike Muslim women in north India. Janson also emphasizes the unusual fact that the gambian TJ demands that men must help their wives with domestic tasks in order to allow their wives enough time to perform their religious duties, such as attending ta'lim and going on masturat. She highlights these new TJ duties, of women and of men, which appear to be uniquely gambian, to argue that we are witnessing a gambian 'flexibility of gender constructions' (p. 214) that, in turn, leads to 'the reconfiguration of gender roles in the Jama'at'. This leads to Janson's central argument, which is that even though young TJ women converts are viewed, by mainstream gambian Muslims, as being cowed and deeply subordinated by the new ultra-orthodox restrictions that their TJ identity imposes on them, especially in terms of their dress and their seclusion, yet, in the view of these women themselves for every restriction imposed on them, they simultaneously make a gain. Mainstream Muslim women in the gambia do not have the opportunity to learn about Islam or how to practise it well. TJ women point out that they not only gain this opportunity through marrying TJ husbands, but also are encouraged to become public preachers and teachers (to other Muslim women), especially on masturat. Ordinary Muslim women never play such a role in the gambia. Janson further suggests that the new roles of TJ women and their obvious pride in their activities provide strong evidence that Mahmood (2001) was on the right track when she argued that women's agency should not be viewed primarily in terms of their resistance to male domination (see Janson, p. 222) but rather in terms of the new roles that they take up. Thus, Janson concludes that, paradoxically, 'the very structures the Jama'at established for securing women's subordination are also the means through which Tablighi women have become self-conscious subjects who (re)claim religious agency for themselves ' (p. 223) .
This fascinating book has a special interest for me because I have been struck by the many resonances and parallels between what Janson describes for reformist Islam in the gambia and my own findings regarding reformist Christianity/Pentecostalism in urban south India. The similarities are uncanny and suggest, as Janson herself astutely points out, that both Pentecostalism and reformist Islam (certainly in its TJ avatar) are grappling with the same sets of problems. This is an extremely important insight and Janson quite rightly calls for comparative research on Pentecostalism/ evangelical Christianity and reformist Islam. above all, these parallels and echoes tell us that ordinary people, struggling with dire poverty and humiliating social marginalization, whether in the gambia or in urban south India, are reaching out to reformist Islam and to reformist Christianity (Pentecostalism) because they see these religious paths as offering valid means by which they can attain better, happier lives, in both spiritual and material terms, for themselves and their children. This is why 'fundamentalist'/reformist religions will continue to flourish-and this is why Janson's insightful book is so important.
